
Step 1. Starting from the burner, select nipple that will center 
burner in firebox.  Tighten nipple to burner.

Step 2. Select and tighten the appropriate elbow fitting combination 
to reach gas line knockout located in side wall of firebox 
and tighten to nipple from Step 1.

Step 3. Insert pipe nipple through knockout and tighten into last 
elbow in Step 2 configuration.

Step 4. Tighten one (1) 90o elbow to the end of pipe nipple that has 
been placed through the knockout in Step 3 such that the 
elbow is outside the box, facing downward.

Step 5. Combine the appropriate length nipple with an additional 
90o elbow.  Connect with the elbow from Step 4, tighten 
such that the Step 5 elbow is facing front of the firebox.

Step 6. Tighten angle valve and longer nipple (18” or 21”) into 
elbow in Step 5 and add appropriate length nipple to 
bottom of valve for gas hook-up.
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IMPORTANT: All gas connections and log lighters should be installed by a professional technician in accordance with local building codes.
All systems should be pressure-tested before any finishing work begins around the fireplace. Pipe sealant designed for gas should be used on all
threaded connections. The orifice in the burner should be free of all debris. All pipe and fittings exceed
ANSI standards.CJ's Home Decor assumes no responsibility or liability for loss or damage due to faulty installation or manufacturer defects.

HEARTH MOUNT LOG LIGHTER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

Burner is CSA approved and meets the standard requirements of IAS 8-93 regulation. 
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Step 1. Starting from the burner, select nipple that will center burner in firebox.  Tighten 
nipple to burner.

Step 2. Select and tighten the appropriate elbow fitting combination to reach gas line 
knockout located in side wall of firebox and tighten to nipple from Step 1.

Step 3. Insert pipe nipple through knockout and tighten into last elbow in Step 2 
configuration.

Step 4. Tighten one (1) 90o elbow to the end of pipe nipple that has been placed through 
the knockout in Step 3 such that the elbow is outside the box, facing forward 
toward front of firebox.

Step 5.  Notch the face of appropriate studs for pipe, making sure that depth of notch does 
not exceed local building codes. 

Step 6. Select and tighten appropriate length nipple into last elbow in Step 4 such that the 
nipple end reaches the notches from Step 5.

Step 7. Tighten one (1) 90o elbow to nipple from Step 6 such that the elbow turns down the 
stud wall through notches from Step 5.

Step 8. Tighten one (1) long pipe nipple into elbow from Step 7 so that nipple runs through 
the notches from Step 5, making sure that this nipple is long enough to locate valve 
past any firebox facing material,  mantel, or other restrictive things.

Step 9. Tighten valve into the end of pipe nipple from Step 7, making sure that the gas flow 
indicator (shaped like an arrow) on the valve body is pointing in the correct 
direction.

Step 10. Apply FHA straps or stud guards, as approved by local building code, over notches.
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IMPORTANT: All gas connections and log lighters should be installed by a professional technician in accordance with local building codes.
All systems should be pressure-tested before any finishing work begins around the fireplace. Pipe sealant designed for gas should be used on all
threaded connections. The orifice in the burner should be free of all debris. All pipe and fittings exceed
ANSI standards.CJ's Home Decor assumes no responsibility or liability for loss or damage due to faulty installation or manufacturer defects.

Congratulations!

Burner is CSA approved and meets the standard requirements of IAS 8-93 regulation. 

WALL LOG LIGHTER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
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